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Investors will have to grapple with once-unthinkable economic and market trends as they set about
fine-tuning their portfolios next year. Where they end up will depend on five factors that are
growing less stable by the day.

Market sentiment has improved in recent weeks as trade tensions between China and the US have
de-escalated, while the US labour market has again outperformed expectations — and there are
short-term signs of some bottoming out of Europe’s economic cycle. With that, US stock indices
have reached new highs while both bonds and currency markets have been relatively calm.

Whether this performance will hold beyond the short term requires the revival of five assumptions
that underpin most longstanding investment approaches.

First, that globalisation carries on expanding markets and delivering efficiency gains. Second, that
emerging economies will continue to catch up with their more developed counterparts, led by those
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pursuing reforms. Third, that robust liquidity will anchor well-functioning markets. Fourth, that
policy effectiveness in developed markets will limit the global economy’s “downside”. And finally,
that politics and governance will support market-based systems and the global rule of law.

Each tenet is subject to considerable uncertainty, adding to the need to review medium-term
investment approaches on account of accelerating technological innovations, climate change and
demographic trends.

Notwithstanding the easing in trade tensions, it is far from clear that the process of economic and
financial globalisation will continue. The possibility of years of deglobalisation — where barriers
reduce the free flow of trade and investment — remains substantial. National politics are becoming
more inward-looking by the day, growth continues to disappoint, and the inequalities of income,
wealth and opportunities fuel popular backlashes.

This process of deglobalisation limits the scope for emerging countries to use the international
economy to turbocharge their development efforts. It also increases the risk of dislocations for a
financial system that is built for deeper cross-border connectivity.

At a time when the “circuit breaker” effectiveness of central banks is waning after too many years of
excessive reliance on unconventional monetary measures, this increases the likelihood of poor
economics swaying politics and, in return, messier politics contaminating economics. This
phenomenon has already been amply illustrated not only in advanced countries (eg Brexit), but
also via spillovers to some emerging economies.

Away from traditional savings, the implied distortions to finance have so far favoured investors.
Witness what has happened to three factors that drive most asset allocation models: returns,
correlations and volatility.

The traditional-inverse relationship between the prices of German and US government bonds
(“risk-free” assets) and those of stocks (riskier assets) has been turned on its head for much of this
year. The result is not only actual or near-record highs for key equity indices but also, with bond
prices still relatively high, some $12tn of debt trading at negative yields.

It has also played out in the volatility space, where unusually subdued levels have tended to be the
norm, encouraging even more risk-taking. And when we have had “illiquidity in the midst of
liquidity” — to use the words of Robert Koenigsberger, the CIO of hedge fund Gramercy — it has
tended to be contained. The one major exception to this was the market disruption a year ago that
caused the Federal Reserve policy U-turn at the beginning of 2019.

Given valuations and volatility levels, investors face increasingly asymmetrical risks, where there is
a wide gap between their potential gains and losses. They would be well advised to test their
longer-term investment approaches for adverse and unstable asset class correlations, volatility
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spikes, liquidity dislocations and greater political risks.

Conditions now call for a bigger longer-term move to investing based on “factors”, which are
disaggregated drivers of asset prices, and some tail hedging (protecting your portfolio against big
adverse market moves), with more input for behavioural science and political analysis.

Investors could consider a gradual move to asset allocations that involve a further shift away from
public stocks and bonds to bespoke credit structures and other ways of gaining more direct access
to real economic activity. With that, cash may play a larger structural role in mitigating risks.

Most investment approaches are not wired for a world of deglobalisation, non-convergence of
emerging economies, rising illiquidity, ineffective monetary policy and less respect for the global
rule of law. Yet the possibility of each has increased.

It would be unwise to just throw out longstanding investment approaches that have served
investors well. But it would be equally unwise to avoid difficult discussions on how to evolve them,
given that so many economic, financial and political “unthinkables” have already become facts.

The writer is Allianz’s chief economic adviser and president-elect of Queens’ College, University of
Cambridge
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